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Sent via Email March 10, 2023 

 

To:  Angela Boyd, LSP, Verdantas 

 

Per our earlier email exchange, this note is intended to provide some additional information related the 

lead issue at 364 West St, RTN 2-0022153. 

 

Background 

The Verdantas report’s background section states:   

 

“There is anecdotal history that unauthorized shooting of shotguns or other firearms may have historically 

been conducted. The nature of this shooting activity is not known. Due to local concerns, GURR elected 

to collect surficial soil samples from several areas of the Subject Property. “ 

 

The fact of the matter is that the property ownership has been, and still is, a legal issue between the Town 

of Hopedale and Grafton Upton Railroad (GURR).  This has triggered extensive community discussions 

about the future, and the history, of 364 West Street’s 155 acres.  Long before any site work was done by 

GURR, residents raised concerns regarding the historic skeet range that had laid dormant for centuries.  

Below is an early email warning about this issue while also providing an approximate location of the 

skeet range.  All of which was well known by GURR.  

 

Once GURR disturbed the area, the Conservation Committee noted the possible lead issue during a 

walkthrough in September of 2021.  The Water & Sewer Commission highlighted the issue as part of the 

Residual Designation Petition filed with the EPA in June of 2022.   

 

The actual background may trigger a different discovery area, or approach.  Additionally the question of 

what was done to the site so that the lead issue which was visibly apparent in the September 2021, is no 

longer visibly apparent, should be answered.      

 

It is worth noting that all of this site work has been done without approved plans.  GURR is operating 

under an EPA General Construction Permit (CGP), only.  As stated by the EPA in an email to the 

Hopedale W&S Commission, the EPA does not review, or approve the site plans.  
 

 

 
 



Additional testing 

 

After receiving the report regarding lead at GURR’s West Street site, the Hopedale Water Department 

performed a ground water test.     

 

The January 27, 2023 report explains that samples taken north of the skeet area, near the Mill Pond / West 

St property border, and well south at the beginning of the Hopedale Pond (near the old rustic bridge) 

showed no signs of lead.     

 

However, the sample between those two points, south of the Verdantas samples near the West St 

Hopedale Parkland border, did show lead in the amount of 9.7 parts per billion (ppb).    

 

Although this level is not actionable, the lead reading from this area highlights concerns regarding the 

significant “unknowns” and limited scope of the Verdantas report.  Specifically: 

 Further assessment is warranted to determine if stormwater managed under the CGP contains 

lead; 

 The scope of the samples and overall analysis of the site should be expanded to properly evaluate 

the groundwater aspects; 

 Additional samples would also support the choice of using the average readings.  In this situation, 

a case can be made to use the maximum concentration especially when considering the spatial 

distribution; 

 The Verdantas report suggested there was no imminent hazard to the environment, however we 

believe the impacts to surface waters, ground water, and soils should be assessed immediately; 

and   

 The Hopedale samples also highlight significant turbidity.  As a tributary to the Mill River, this 

sediment could be a wetlands violation (alteration of a wetland).   

 

The Verdantas report concludes, “At this time, it appears that a small excavation (preliminary estimated 

to be less than 500 cubic yards) may be sufficient to obtain a Permanent Solution under the MCP.”   

In order to support this conclusion, the significant unknowns should be addressed, especially regarding 

the extent of metals impacting the site near the wetlands area before the corrective measures are 

confirmed.  

 

On behalf of the Hopedale Community and the others concerned about this issue, thank you for your 

attention.  If you need anything else from us, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

 

Thank you, 

Ed Burt     Hopedale Water & Sewer Commission 

 

Cc  Blackstone River Watershed Association 

Metacomet Land Trust   

PEER.org 



  

 


